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Toplantının Amacı:

To bring different scholars throughout the world who are engaged in investigation of the
creativity of Aitmatov to unearth his great contribution to the development of peace, dialogue
and friendship among cultures, to celebrate his 85th Anniversary and pay tribute to his
contribution to the development of human rights and dignities and freedom.

Katılımcının Bildiri

"Chyngyz Aitmatov: Philosophy of Memory" (written and being published in English)

Başlığı:
Katılımcının Bildiri
Özeti:

The article is on Aitmatov’s philosophy of memory. This philosophy is reflected in his
thoughts given in an artistic word on the essence of the Soviet system, based on atheism,
oriented at cultivation of a unified mentality, a unified man, whose memory is limited with a
knowledge of a principle to obey only the power of the state. The author tries to demonstrate
Aitmatov’s revelation of the global catastrophicality of the communist ideology, totalitarian
regime, in a mass way producing a particular type of a man – mankurt, a man not being able
to memorize the past, thus to love, a man thus being impassionate, deprived of conscience.
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courage, intellectual conscience, crucifying, global catastrophe.
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Görüş ve Önerileri:

The Conference could bring together representatives of different fields of sciences to explore
Aitmatov's thoughts on nature and man interrelationships, crisis of the Soviet culture, human
freedom and responsibility. The Conference manifested deep respect in front of genious
creativity of the Writer, his immense role in education of a new human with a developed
sense of self identity in terms of nationality and globality.
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